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I. Introduction
The World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue, held April 7-9 in Baku, Republic of Azerbaijan was an initiative of the Government
of Azerbaijan supported by UNESCO, UN Alliance of Civilizations, Council of Europe, North-South Centre of the Council of
Europe and İSESCO. Building on previous events held in the Azerbaijani capital on this theme and on the corpus of work
developed by the stakeholder organisations in recent years, the forum marks a recognition that intercultural dialogue is
one of the most pressing challenges of our world and, indeed, one that increasingly manifests itself on a global scale.
The forum addressed the conceptual, governance, policy and practical aspects of the challenge of intercultural dialogue.
It examined the barriers to dialogue and tackled, as concretely as possible, the issue of how dialogue can best be pursued
in diverse contexts.
Holding the World Forum in Azerbaijan, under the auspices of President Aliyev, was no accident: This was where the Baku
process began in 2008 with the meeting of the Conference of the Council of Europe. It was also where the ISESCO ministerial
conference was held in 2009. Finally, Baku, as a crossroads of religions, histories and civilizations and traditions where
intercultural dialogue is a de facto aspect of everyday life, and where a relationship between Islam and modernity is in
evidence, seemed a particularly appropriate place to ask difficult questions and look for promising answers.
The forum attracted the participation of global public figures, heads of international organisations, heads of state or
governments, ministers of culture and cultural ambassadors, parliamentarians and diplomats, mayors and other localauthority figures, representatives of non-governmental organisations and enterprises, media representatives and
journalists, cultural experts and practitioners, prominent intellectuals and activists. This synergy between political leaders
and officials, experts and practitioners was encouraged by informal networking around the event. Euronews as a media
partner promoted the forum through its broadcasting networks.
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II. Key conclusions
•

What needs to be highlighted now is what we share rather than what divides us

•

Education is the cornerstone of any process of intercultural dialogue

•

While it is important to recognise that some problems require political and economic solutions,
intercultural dialogue can play a role in securing the basic understanding and cooperation necessary for political
and economic action

•

Women play a key role in intercultural dialogue and it must be supported

•

Interreligious dialogue is a part of intercultural dialogue

•

New media and social media are intrinsic to contemporary intercultural dialogue and more must be done to
encourage an understanding of their use and potential

•

Cities are sites of challenge but also laboratories of innovation

III. Key recommendations
•

To embrace a conception of culture that promotes creativity and change

•

To implement the CEDAW process and make the most of existing institutional and legal constraints to promote and
protect the role of women in intercultural dialogue

•

To refrain from using culture to justify discrimination and violence

IV. Key commitments
•

To turn the World Forum into a regular event

•

To use appropriate means to place cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue higher on the international agenda

V. Opening Plenary
The World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue was opened by H.E Mr Ilham Aliyev, President of the Republic of Azerbaijan,
Mr Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu, President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Mr Abdulaziz Othman Altwaijri,
Director General of ISESCO, Mr Hans D’Orville, Assistant Director General for Strategic Planning of UNESCO, Mr Marc Scheuer,
Executive Director of United Nations Alliance of Civilizations Secretariat, Mr Jean-Paul Carteron, President and Founder of
Crans Montana Forum.
The session began with a film presentation illustrating cultural diversity in Azerbaijan. It also revealed the many facets of
a country that is on a rapid road toward modernization.
Following the film, H.E Mr Ilham Aliyev, the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan welcomed participants and expressed
his confidence in the results of the Forum to promote intercultural dialogue. ‘History has shown that Baku has always been
a point of convergence for different religions’ explained Mr Aliyev, and state policies promote both freedom of conscience
and understanding between citizens. Mr Aliyev stressed his intention to make the World Forum a regular event.
Islamic values are at the core of Azerbaijani culture, but the country is very much linked to the West: this, stressed Mr Aliyev,
makes Azerbaijan a bridge between East and West and a centre for intercultural dialogue.
The economy of Azerbaijan is one of fast growing economies in the world—and this sets the stage for social transformations.
While this sort of globalization is a positive trend, it should be seen as an opportunity to bring people closer. But this is not
an easy task (the President mentioned the occupation of Azeri lands by Armenia and he stressed the need to implement
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the Security Council’s resolutions on the matter) and the Forum must outline additional proposals to overcome difficulties
in dialogue.
Mr Aliyev expressed the wish for the Forum to have a long-lasting impact and thanked the participants for their attendance.
Mr Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu, President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
Mr Çavuşoğlu re-iterated that intercultural dialogue was one the most pressing issues in the world today. And stressed that Europe
had always been a hub of multicultural societies. However, he acknowledged the key challenges of xenophobia, intolerance and
exclusion.
The shared values of Europe (human rights, democracy and tolerance, non-discrimination) need to address the root causes of
the current problems of intolerance. To enable this, the Council of Europe is actively engaged in promoting mutual understanding
and the democratic governance of cultural diversity. Guidelines have been approved by the CoE.
Parliaments, he added, have key role to play in the area of intercultural dialogue: they must promote action plans for Intercultural
Dialogue and contribute to improving civic participation.
Our focus, said Mr Çavuşoğlu should be on what unites people more than on what divides them. This World Forum is an
opportunity to examine best practices across the world. Finally, Mr Çavuşoğlu noted the changes in the Arab World – whose
search for democracy must be supported.
Mr Abdulaziz Othman Altwaijri, Director General of ISESCO
Mr Othman Altwaijri expressed his gratitude to Azerbaijan for organizing this very relevant Forum. Globalisation is an opportunity
to bring people closer together and build new partnerships between peoples. In order to do this, the promotion of cultural
dialogue is critical: the world needs to work together and not forget the cultural dimensions in the fight against inequalities and
social injustices.
Mr Hans D’Orville, Assistant Director General for Strategic Planning of UNESCO
Mr D’Orville brought greetings from the Director General of UNESCO. He stressed that dialogue among cultures is very close to
UNESCO’s heart as part of building a new humanism since ignorance is the root cause of antagonism between civilisations. As
such UNESCO has always supported the dialogue of cultures and has a long history of initiatives aimed at promoting quality
education as a basis for understanding the world’s cultures and civilisations. Mr D’Orville paid specific attention to the problem
of youth unemployment and highlighted the role of the media in promoting intercultural dialogue. Finally, he added that gender
inequality must be at the core of our efforts to ensure sustainable development and respect for all.
Mr Marc Scheuer, Executive Director of United Nations Alliance of Civilizations Secretariat
Mr Scheuer opened by stating the UN AoC’s pride to be associated with the World Forum. He went on to add that cultural
diversity should be higher on the global agenda. Mr Scheuer also praised the fact that the Forum was complemented by the First
Convention of the Global Youth Movement of the Alliance of Civilisations taking place at the same time in Baku.
The changes in the Middle East and North Africa are an opportunity for a new equilibrium and a new type of relations between
the Arab region and the rest of the world, said Mr Scheuer. Finally Mr Scheuer ended by stressing that Human Rights are one of
the pillars of intercultural dialogue.
Mr Jean-Paul Carteron, President and Founder of Crans Montana Forum
The changes we have witnessed in the Arab World are a revolt against poverty, lack of participation and lack of freedom said Mr
Carteron. We must try to bring together those who would like to see a more equitable world. And we should also take example
of what Azerbaijan is doing to bring cultures together.
Mr Carteron held up Azerbaijan as, not only a bridge between East and West, but also a meeting place for North and South cooperation.
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VI. First Session: Intercultural
understanding and cultural activity
to achieve peace and development
This panel addressed a number of key questions: what is the correlation between intercultural understanding and peace?
Can we measure progress in intercultural understanding? And can we incorporate intercultural dialogue with a sustainable
development agenda.
Overall the session stressed the critical role of educators and education, Drew attention to the necessity of ‘smart’
measurement that focus on numbers but also on their interpretation and meaning and finally underscored the danger of
homogenising cultures and of side lining creativity.
Mr Elmar Mammadyarov, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Azerbaijan co-chaired the session with Mr Jean
Christophe Bas, Senior Advisor, Strategic Development and Partnerships, United Nations Alliance of Civilizations. Mr
Mammadyarov underlined the importance of culture for the people of any nation. Azerbaijan, he noted, has a tradition of
peaceful cooperation. There are challenges to be faced, but challenges can be overcome by dialogue. Culture is one of the
pillars of human relationships and Azerbaijan is a good example of the peaceful coexistence of cultures and religion. Mr
Mammadyarov concluded on the importance of hosting such forums regularly. Mr Bas, referred the questions set out to the
panel but also related a key piece of information: in the world today there are 143 conflicts occurring, of these, 108 have a
strong cultural element.
Mr Pan Guang, Vice-Chairman and Professor of Shanghai Center for International Studies, China was the first panelist.
He began by highlighting Azerbaijan as a good example of a correlation between intercultural dialogue and peace and
development. He also cited China as a diverse country that had developed into a stable, multicultural country. To Mr Pan
Guang two factors were key: media and education. The latter, he argued, should comprise of music, sports, Drama, film, the
gamut of cultural activities and he stressed the need for education to include elements of cultural exchange and suggested
cross-cultural summer camps. Everyone, he added, should learn about religions other than their own.
Ms Katérina Stenou, Director, Division of Cultural Policies and Intercultural Dialogue, UNESCO, agreed with the remarks
but mentioned the need for a broader conception of cultural diversity. She stressed the need to include creativity in
this definition. Ms Stenou underlined three qualities to develop intercultural competence: self-reflexivity, conviviality
and availability. These, she concluded, are important for people to develop the ability, openness and readiness to fully
understand the other.
Amb. Eberhard Koelsch, Vice-chair of the Executive Council of the North-South Centre of the Council of Europe, Chair of NSC
Think-Tank, highlighted the work of the Council of Europe in the field of intercultural understanding. He mentioned the Faro
declaration of 2005, the Action Plan following the Summit in Warsaw in 2005 and the White Paper on Intercultural Dialogue
of 2008. Amb. Koelsch also mentioned the Council of Europe’s Convention on Human Rights and the Court of Human Rights.
These are instruments open to the 800 million people living in Europe.
Dr Catherine Fieschi, Director of Counterpoint, stressed the importance of creating appropriate instruments to measure the
relationship between policy instruments that support diversity and cross-cultural exchange and other public goods such as
peace, sustainability and prosperity. She said that while measurement should not be over-valued, good, solid measurement
is the basis upon which we can convince institutions and policy makers to commit to policies that support intercultural
dialogue and cross-cultural exchange. Dr Fieschi made a number of suggestions for projects that might evaluate the kind
policy architecture that sustains cross-cultural exchange and leads to positive outcomes such as peace, development and
sustainability.
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Dr Darla Deardorff, Executive Director of the Association of International Education Administrators, Duke University, USA
underlined the importance of education. She listed competencies that are important to get along successfully together:
respect, awareness, listening, adapting to one another and relationship-building. These competencies, she added, should
be taught and learnt in schools. They should also be evaluated in terMs of impact—what is the meaning behind the numbers
when we seek to measure the impact of our work? Asked Dr Deardoff.
The Chair, Mr Mammadyarov introduced a new theme toward the end of the panel: the role of the media and the importance
of modern technology.
Ten participants intervened after the panelists. Many underlined the importance of education and the necessity of starting
as early as possible—including before school, in the family. Representatives of Arab nations stressed the role of religion as
instruments of peace. In religions they argue, you find respect for the other as well as for the other’s religion. Respect and
tolerance are key words in Islam. One participant expressed the concern that we were preaching to the converted: how do
we talk to those who don’t already agree with us? His view was that we needed more participation from civil society.
Several respondents made excellent contributions.
· Mr Abdulaziz bin Mohayiddin Khoca, Minister of Culture and Information, Saudi Arabia
Mr Khoca thanked his hosts for the invitation. This sort of dialogue he noted is bringing people closer together. My country,
Saudi Arabia, said Mr Khoca, is at the heart of the Arab world and delivers the intercultural dialogue message on behalf
of the Muslim world at the global level because it is at the center of the Arab culture. King Abdallah attaches special
importance to these initiatives and Saudi Arabia is very active in the intercultural dialogue field as it believes that Islam
carries a message of peace.
· Mr Walter Schwimmer, World Public Dialogue of Civilizations, Former Secretary-General Council of Europe, Austria
Mr Schwimmer warned of the dangers of preaching to ‘the already converted’. He highlighted the importance of the conference but
asked that the participants turn their words into action. He emphasized the need to involve more of civil society in the processes
of intercultural dialogue as well as the necessity of involving schools in delivering a curriculum of ‘dialogue of civilizations’.
· Mr Branislav Micunovic, Minister of Culture, Montenegro
Mr Micunovic commented on the fact that Azerbaijan illustrated the essence, according to him, of the principles of intercultural
dialogue. He noted that not so long ago, the Balkan and South East Europe suffered heavy losses as a result of ethnic conflict
and noted that such mistakes should never be repeated. Thanks to the commitment to the principles of intercultural dialogue,
the countries of Southeast Europe have managed to become closer and messages conceived in the cultural field have traveled to
other sectors of society. This is our obligation, said Mr Micunovic, and we are strengthened by the work of UNESCO, of the Council
of Europe, of the EU and the UNAOC. Montenegro realizes the need to promote universal values all the while preserving and
valuing certain identities and specificities. He concluded on the importance of the relationship between culture and economics
and the value of tourism.
· Mr Hamad Bin Abd Al Aziz Al Kawari, Minister of Culture and Heritage, Qatar
Mr Al Kawari praised the successes of Azerbaijan. He went on to say that a dialogue of civilizations is the requirement of our
times. Qatar was one of the initiators of this process. We have worked to make Doha a cultural hub and we want to highlight the
creation of the Qatar Cultural Foundation that signals our commitment to intercultural dialogue and our openness to partnership.
· Ms Nathalie Goulet, Member of Parliament, France
Ms Goulet noted that forums such as these could too easily become talking shops, but that this one was different because Baku
truly is a special place and Azerbaijan a success story. She noted her extreme fondness of the place and her many friends in
Azerbaijan and praised the remarkable contribution of Azerbaijan to intercultural dialogue.
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· Mr Tariq Salim Masarwa, Minister of Culture, Jordan
Mr Masarwa soke as the head of the largest network of Mulsim donors worldwide and expressed his supprt for the forum and its
goals as well as his admiration for Azerbaijan. Mr Masarwa emphasised the need for more engagement from the philanthropic
sector, which needed to move – he said – from being an instrument of emergency to one of development. Philanthropy, he
concluded, is what unites us.
· Mr Francisco Veiga, Director of Culture, Municipality of Lisbon, Head of Anna Lindh Foundation Network in Portugal,
Portugal
Mr Veiga drew attention to Lisbon’s aims being represented in such an important forum. He added that it was due to Lisbon
wanting to be a part of a ‘continuous dialogue’. He Drew attention to Lisbon’s engagement in the new phase of the intercultural
cities programme—there are no global cites without the circulation of ideas. This cosmopolitan approach is essential.
· Mr Kamran Imanov, Chairman of State Copyright Agency, Azerbaijan
Mr Imanov thanked and welcomed participants. He noted that society and culture were both complicated systems, however, he
added, they are also self-regulating systems that generate their own stability and impart a logic on each other. This does not
however absolve us from supporting the processes by making the right policy decisions. Mr Imanov went on to note that parts
of Azerbaijan are under foreign occupation and that in those territories Azerbaijanis cannot exercise their cultural rights or make
the most of their cultural heritage that is being destroyed. He noted the necessity of raising voices against this.
· Ms Gulshan Pashayeva, Deputy director of Center
MS Pashayeva noted that the conference was proof that we live in a globalized world. She noted that the late 20th century
had seen the confrontation of two rival models of modernization whilst today we are faced with religious fundamentalism.
MS Pashayeva however emphasized the entirely changed nature of international relations, a system she said that no longer
tolerated double standards. Azerbaijan is at the beginning of a complex modernization process while the Nagorno –Karabach
problem is still unresolved. She noted the necessity of bringing peace to that region.
· Mr Evgeny Novozhilov, Deputy Chairman of Executive Committee Commonwealth of Independent States
Azerbaijan, said Mr Novozhilov, is at the crossroads of east and West and a fitting place for this forum. He expressed the hope
that the forum would help us find new approaches to dialogue.

VII. Second session: making dialogue
meaningful: culture, art and heritage
This session sought to address the challenge of intercultural dialogue specifically through the lenses of culture, the arts
and heritage. What would be the most supportive frameworks for intercultural dialogue, and how best can policy-makers
and practitioners achieve positive results on a transnational scale?
The underlying assumption is that there is a division of responsibilities between government ministries and those who are
working in practical ways in the sectors of culture and heritage. The former set the policy frameworks and establish, and
often finance, the relevant institutions, while the latter are responsible for the day-to-day practice of intercultural dialogue
in the cultural sphere. But, how can the public space for the promotion of intercultural dialogue become a civic space where
different cultural encounters take place?
How can heritage and creativity enhance intercultural dialogue and help combat fundamentalist ideologies? And what
role can artists play in the promotion of intercultural dialogue, going beyond “official perspectives” and programmes by
governments?
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Are there any particular cultural forms, which are especially conducive to intercultural dialogue, such as literature, music
or film?
Finally, what part can heritage and museums play in ending wars over memory, within divided states or between those,
which have suffered from mutual enmity? How can museums and heritage sites become important spaces for the promotion
of intercultural dialogue?
Co-chairs: Mr Abulfas Garayev, Minister of Culture and Tourism of the Republic of Azerbaijan Mr Robert Palmer, Director of
Culture, Cultural and Natural Heritage of the Council of Europe.
This thought-provoking session raised challenging questions about the proper place of cultural practice in stimulating
dialogue. Whether because the speakers were mainly women or because the participants were mainly practitioners,
received or ‘official’ views gave way to more oblique angles.
Mr Palmer noted the diversity of participants as well as the fact that there is something about arts and culture that can
unite people in shared expression. They certainly don’t resolve conflict on their—in fact they sometimes contribute to them,
but they can often pathways and solutions. Mr Palmer then proceeded to introduce Ms Leila Ghandi and noted that she was
herself a mix of cultures.
There were different and yet reconcilable arguments for advocating greater recognition for cultural and intercultural
activity on the one hand and downplaying it on the other. There were also important contributions fleshing out the ethics
and practice of intercultural dialogue through cultural vehicles.
First, the case for more: The contribution of arts to intercultural dialogue was often underestimated through being conceived
narrowly in terms of words—rather than sounds, images and emotions. The arts, argued Sasma El Husseiny, Director of Al
Mawred Al Thaqafy in Egypt have a capacity to engender shared expression, which could bring people together, in laughter
or tears. Culture and heritage were often a source of trauma and conflict, though, so caution was needed.
Secondly, the case for less: Intercultural dialogue was often presented as the means to resolve ‘cultural differences’. But
this could cultural-ise disputes, like the Arab-Israeli conflict, which was principally over the land or natural resources. There
was an argument that the arts could bring people together and make them feel that as one, but this assumed that the arts
were a neutral instrument when artistic work often took ‘sides’.
Yet there may be an ‘and’ here rather than an ‘either-or’. It is perfectly possible to recognise that economic and political
problems must have economic and political solutions—but to articulate such solutions and build effective alliances to turn
them into reality means creating new solidarities, in which (inter-) cultural practitioners can play a key role.
It was argued that engendering such solidarities is not just a matter of the ‘mechanical’ proximity of people. It was about cultural
‘co-creation’, recognising that all cultures—usually discretely understood—did or should converge on fundamental values of
truth, beauty and love. There was a need to replace the zeal to convert by zeal to understand.
What did this mean in practice? There had been, it was argued, a recent emphasis on developing intercultural competences,
said Ms Leila Ghand, a Moroccan writer, photographer and filmmaker who travelled the globe, yet intercultural dialogue was
not so difficult if based on love and human sympathy. In introducing people to each other, photography, film and the visual
arts could be powerful means, with emotional impact, complementing political tools.
Echoing the concern not to ignore oppression or injustice, it was argued that dialogue depended on equality and justice
for all.
Ms Francine Marie Jeanne Houben- Director of Mecanoo Architecten, Netherlands, is an architect working around the world.
She stressed the need for ‘open-minded’ buildings and public spaces to favour intercultural dialogue. Buildings should
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not just be icons but also be about public spaces that added to the coherence of the city. From universities to libraries to
performing arts centres, they should act as magnets for the public, stimulate conversations, showcase local heritages and
appeal to the formative senses of children.
Recognising, therefore, that intercultural dialogue cannot and should not monopolise the public domain, these testimonies
were evidence of a moral compass and a rich vein of creativity and innovation that cultural practices could bring to the task.
Mr Ramazan Abdulatipov, rector of Moscow state university, stressed the unique character of Azerbaijan, and also the
huge potential of the space created by Azerbaijani, Caucasian and Russian cultures. He noted the fact that most of the
cooperation was already occurring. In his remarks Mr Abdulatipov, made a point of stressing that there was a long history of
cooperation and intercultural dialogue in this area of the world. Finally, Mr Abdulatipov noted that often cultures achieved
what he called a ‘mechanical closeness’ of proximity, but that intercultural dialogue and really knowing the other could only
be achieved through the pursuit of ideals such as beauty, kindness, truth and love.
A number of respondents made excellent contributions:
· Mr Norbert Riedl, Head of Department for bi and multilateral cultural affairs, Austria
Mr Riedlbegan started by thanking Mr Garayev and then went on to note that everyone in the room was aware of the issues
being discussed, but there was a need to take these out beyond the forum and into practical applications. Mr Riedl stressed
Austria’s commitment to art in education and to artist mobility. He concluded by emphasising that artists live in the context
of the real world and the circumstances in which they live should never be glossed over.
· Ms Sarmite Elerte, Minister of Culture, Latvia
Ms Elerte thanked her hosts and noted the timeliness of the debate. She noted that concepts of intercultural dialogue and
cultural diversity had become significant because cultural wellbeing of communities had come to be seen as crucial. She
emphasised that Latvia focuses on implementing general principles in practical ways through various initiatives at the
community, school and library level.
· Mr Karl-Erik Norrman, Secretary General of European Cultural Parliament
Mr Norrman declared that he had founded the European Culture Parliament based on Yehudi Menuhin’s idea that culture
needed a parliament and on Denoir’s idea that Europe needed a soul. Mr Norrman went on to explain that the idea behind
the ECP is to create a place where the social visions of artists and intellectuals can be expressed.
· Mr Lazarus Dokora, Deputy Minister of Education, Sport, Arts and Culture, Zimbabwe
Mr Dokora thanked his hosts for their hospitality and then went on to emphasise that the arts and culture are the right
vehicles to create dialogue between cultures because they are universal languages. He praised the work of UNESCO and
NGOs in helping to preserve cultural heritage in Africa and added that Africa had much to offer in terms of techniques
for negotiation and dialogue. Mr Dokora concluded on the importance of passing the tools of dialogue down from one
generation to the next.
· Mr Mikayil Jabbarov, Chief of the Old City State Historic Architectural Reserve, Azerbaijan
Mr Jabbarov explained that the Old City of Baku was the heart of Baku and that it tried to bring to life intercultural dialogue.
It refused to become a ‘museum city’ but rather wanted to be ‘living history’. In order to do this, Mr Jabbarov said that they
used a mix of municipal and restoration resources as well as public-private partnerships. Mr Jabbarov noted the importance
of the Qiz Qalasi project, the Art Garden Project and Marionette Theatre project.
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VIII. Third Session: Women as Key Agents
of Intercultural Dialogue
Building on the achievements of the International Baku Forum on “Expanding the Role of Women in Cross-cultural dialogue” and
namely on its Declaration (June 2008), this workshop was of great significance and doubly so as a part of The World Forum. It
aimed to define a theoretical and operational framework in order to promote women as key agents of intercultural dialogue, the
latter understood as a continuous process inspired by shared universal values.
Taking into account the complexity and the variety of the political, social and cultural contexts worldwide with their
numerous reference points, this session aimed to do justice to the diversity of women’s experiences and aspirations
in order to enhance this dialogue, to diversify its forms and to widen its scope. To do so, a deeper understanding of the
nature, modalities and obstacles to intercultural dialogue in relation to women is needed namely in the fields of education,
research, media, sciences and culture. The session aimed to deliver this by
– Demonstrating that gender is above all a social and cultural construct and that there is no single way to achieve
gender equality by showcasing various strategies women use to empower themselves in traditional and modern societies;
– Analysing the link between gender, culture and development;
– Identifying priority areas for policy makers to direct the discussion on gender issues in the arts, culture and media;
– Helping women to create new spaces of dialogue and action that are both participatory and culturally diverse;
– Lending support to specific initiatives by women and men that instead of merely turning difference and diversity into
a statement of identity, aim to transform it into a source of creativity;
– Strengthening women’s already established skills in networking in civil society, academia, policy making and media;
– Generating the enabling conditions which allow a greater involvement of women, whether as artists and cultural
producers or as managers.
Co-chair of the session Ms. Mehriban Aliyeva, the President of the Heydar Aliyev Foundation, gave the opening statement.
Ms. Mehriban Aliyeva welcomed the guests and emphasized the significance of the forum: Azerbaijan’s first lady said that in
the recent years, Baku had become a center of intercultural dialogue. “Looking back to the past, we could enumerate some
international events. Last year, Baku hosted the world summit of religious leaders. Baku was announced a capital of Islamic
culture in 2009. A meeting of the ministers of culture of OIC member states as well as the European countries was also
held the same year. In 2008 Azerbaijan hosted the International Women’s Conference and adopted the Baku declaration on
the role of women in intercultural dialogue,” said Ms. Aliyeva. Azerbaijan has always been a country open to the world: The
Catholic temple, Orthodox Church, Jewish synagogue, which are located next to the Muslim mosque are living proof of the
tolerance which defines the country, she said. The first lady of Azerbaijan expressed her confidence that the forum and its
participants would make a worthy contribution to strengthening intercultural dialogue and concluded by emphasizing that
the clash of civilizations would not prevail as well as restating Azerbaijan’s commitment to the values of humanism, global
justice and global ethics.
Ms Katérina Stenou, Director, Division of Cultural Policies and Intercultural Dialogue, UNESCO, was co-chair and added
some remarks. Ms Stenou emphasised that women, who make up half of humanity, reflect the full gamut of traditions,
ideologies, beliefs, political views and lifestyles. Yet, despite their limitless diversity, women throughout the world share
certain common characteristics, such as their sensitivity to human vulnerability and the attendant ethical impulse to
alleviate suffering whenever possible by providing security to each individual. In other words, this attitude towards human
vulnerability constitutes a sort of fundamental humanism, which can be regarded as the other side of the coin of a global
civic culture. In addition, the struggle for human rights and this term encompasses of course cultural rights as well as
women’s rights is the clearest manifestation of this global civic culture. In this context, and I quote the UNESCO Universal
Declaration on Cultural Diversity, 2001“, no one may invoke cultural diversity to infringe upon human rights guaranteed
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by international law, nor to limit their scope”. Thus, in defending women’s rights on a global scale, we need to protect the
rights of women in culturally sensitive ways, bearing in mind that the definition of culture is always a politically contested
exercise and that women may become the victims of the effects of cultural backlash.
Ms Stenou added that women were both custodians of the past and “incubators” of innovation and change. In most of
the world’s societies, women, particularly in their capacity as mothers, provide a link between successive generations by
transmitting traditional know-how, practices and systems of values and ethical standards – all essential elements of the
so-called “intangible heritage of humanity”. As custodians of the memory of humanity, women play a determinant role in
the construction of cultural identity, and it is the recognition of the cultural identity of various groups within a society that
is a prerequisite for constructive cultural pluralism.
But herein lies an extraordinary paradox: while being custodians of the past, women, far from being conservative, also bear
the seeds of innovation. In other words, preservation does not preclude innovation. On the contrary, through their creative
capacity to select those worthwhile elements of the past and the present, women contribute to dignified policies for social
change.
Panellists:
Ms Hijran Huseynova, Chairperson of the State Committee on Family, Women and Children Affairs, Azerbaijan;
Ms S.Y.Orlova, Deputy chair of Council of Parliament of Russian Federation;
Ms Rachida Dati, French MEP and Mayor of the 7th arrondissement of Paris, France;
Ms Wendy Leeds-Hurwitz, Director of the Center for Intercultural Dialogue, USA;
Ms Concepcion Olavarrieta, Chair of the Mexican Node of the Millennium Project, Mexico;
Ms Mbarka Bouaida, Member of Parliament, Morocco;
Mr Alexander Ageev, General Director of Institute of Economic Strategies, department of humanitarian sciences, Russian
Academy of Sciences, Russian Federation
The session highlighted the need for a more balanced participation of women and men in intercultural dialogue—this was
seen as an essential precondition to enhancing the effectiveness of intercultural dialogue.
The crucial role of women in the process was examined: specifically the role that women play in peace-keeping, peacebuilding and counter-extremism. This last point was made Ms Orlova and by Ms Olavarrieta who Drew attention to the role
of women and goddesses in Aztec mythology. Ms Olavarrieta also commented on the three guiding principles of culture in
Mexico—freedom, pluralism and progress. The Role of UN resolution 1325 and the CEDAW process were held as key in the
development of the role of women in this area.
Concurrently however, the panel was forced to recognize that despite their unique contribution, the role of women was
still not properly values or promoted. Women continue to be excluded from public dialogue, decision-making and key
leadership roles. What was also noted was that beyond the difficulty of accessing power, a life in politics can be particularly
difficult for women. Ms Dati emphasised the need to strengthen channels of access for women into politics and to higher
administrative offices. Ms Orlova also emphasised the role Ms Aliyeva had played in her own country of Azerbaijan.
Finally, several contributors noted the danger of using culture and cultural explanations to justify the mistreatment of
women or their exclusion from the public realm or from resources. The fact that these norms are resistant to change should
not lead us to excuse them on the grounds of ‘culture’.
Obstacles were noted: an imbalance of power between men and women across institutions and political life in general;
the lack of political will to change this; the persistence of stereotypes concerning gender roles; deeply entrenched cultural
norms that prove highly resistant to change; the lack of clarity and openness of religious authorities in interreligious and
intercultural dialogue. In particular Ms Bouaida, noted that real change had been slow in coming to Morocco and that the
important changes of behaviour were the ones taking most time.
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Acknowledging that women can play a central and distinctive role in intercultural dialogue and peace building, implementing
the CEDAW process, and making the most of the legal process and of CONSTRAINTS are key to overcoming these obstacles.
Ms Huseynova, was particularly vocal on the matter, calling for the application of resolution 1325 of the Council of Europe.
Finally Ms Leeds Hurwitz commented on the role of communications in intercultural dialogue.
A number of participants made remarks following the panel interventions. Most noteworthy were a number of voices
guarding against ‘culturalising’ policies and behaviour that were not cultural but in fact no more than institutionalised
discrimination and violence against women.
Respondents:
· Mr Sayed Makhdoom Raheen, Minister of Information and Culture, Afghanistan
Ms Raheen noted that her country was at the very heart of this issue—she noted that Afghanistan once was at the crossroads
of civilisations and that now it was insular as well as a place where women’s rights were violated by the Taliban.
· Ms Ifigenia Katsaridou, Director General at the Research Center on Gender Equality Issues, Greece
Ms Katsaridounoted that the European Council’s Resolution 1325 is constantly violated despite the fact that women hold
the key to intercultural dialogue as evidenced by the Council’s Recommendation on Women and Intercultural dialogue of
2010. She concluded on the contribution of women to new forms of dialogue
· Ms. Anna-Marie Lizin, Honorary Speaker of the senate of Kingdom of Belgium, Belgium
Ms Lizin called on the audience to demand the full application of existing law to protect and enhance the rights of women.
She warned against using culture and tradition to justify crimes against women.
· Ms Giuli Alasania, Chair of the Board of Trustees of the University of Georgia, Georgia
Ms Alasania focused on gender equality in Georgia and noted that while progress had been made much remained to be
done. She pointed to statistical evidence of the still very large gap between men and women in economic, social and
political terms
· Ms. Margherita Costa, Honorary council of Azerbaijan Genova Torino Milano, Italy
Ms Costa focused on the concept of multiculturalism and asked what it meant in practice—her answer was that
multiculturalism was respect for diversity in the face of globalisation.
· Ms Tugba Kalafatoglu, Founder and President of VOTE Women in Politics, Turkey
Ms Kalafatoglu highlighted the role of her Organisation VOTE in helping women realise their goals and their potential.
· Ms Natalia Molebatsi, Library Marketing Coordinator University of South Africa, South Africa
Ms Molebatsi referred to the voice of traditional South African women and concluded with a call ‘hello traveller, warrior,
woman’.
· Mr Bilal Rabaia Bilal Albudoor, Ministry of Culture and Youth Assistant Under Secretary, United Arab Emirates
Mr Albudoor referred to the fact that the UAE have recently adopted a strategy focusing on culture and aimed at forging a
new society based on rational exchange in order to promote exchange between communities.
· Ms Rosa Alegria, Co-chair of Brazilian Node at the millennium Project, Brasil
Ms Alegria spoke of shifting the model between men and women from that of domination, to one of partnership.
· Ms Bibi Bakare-Yusuf, Publishing Director of Cassava Republic Press, Nigeria
Ms Yusuf spoke about the importance of stories and storytelling and highlighted their role in shaping nations and identities.
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IX. First Thematic Session: Debate Between
and Among the World Religions
The World Forum for Intercultural Dialogue included a workshop on “Dialogue between and among the world’s religions” with the
aim of reinforcing the exchange and discussions on the religious dimension of intercultural dialogue.
In light of recent developments which brought these matters both to the forefront of the news and to the top of political
agendas, the workshop addressed the challenges for an understanding between different religions and a true dialogue for
a better knowledge, authentic respect and better coexistence.
With this purpose the workshop brought together experts, representatives of religious institutions as well as networks for
religious dialogue with the aim of hearing different points of views and discussions based on practical case studies for
identifying action for the promotion of the role of the religious communities together with secular stakeholders – governments,
local authorities, civil society organizations and communities and facilitating the networking for a better dialogue and a
culture of understanding and respect of other beliefs and creeds.
Co-chairs:
Mr Denis Huber, Executive Director of the North-South Centre of the Council of Europe,
Mr Hidayat Orujov, Chair of State Committee for Religious Affairs of the Republic of Azerbaijan
Mr Orujov emphasised that inter-religious dialogue is a requirement of our times. He noted that the main issue should not
be one of assimilation of one religious group by another but one of coexistence and in that respect praised Azerbaijan’s
freedom of belief and religious expression. He concluded on the need for religions to promote universal values.
Mr Huber followed on by noting the topicality of the issue being discussed and asserted that one cannot discuss culture
without taking religion into account. He cited Portugal’s President Sampaio in adding that the world was not in the grip of
a clash of civilisations, but rather a clash of ignorance. Mr Huber concluded by saying that though religion had often been
a source of conflict it needed to be seen as part of the solution.
The session’s main aim was to emphasise the importance of inter-religious dialogue as a distinct aspect but also an
intrinsic part of intercultural dialogue. This is to be noted, as the distinction is not often made.
Furthermore, the session’s contents were a strong indication that religion is beginning to be perceived not solely as a
problem, but as a tool for intercultural dialogue and as a part of the solution by peoples and governments.
The session stressed that the success of intercultural dialogue is based on mutual respect and understanding of the
different parties and that religions have to be part of this process in order to overcome ignorance and misunderstandings.
Early intercultural and interfaith experiences and help to understand our multicultural reality the need for a political
decision towards this goal was remarked upon.
Interfaith activities and joint community services allow individuals, families and societies as a whole to understand the
richness of the religious exchange and the importance to face life, problems and joy together.
Spiritual and theological sharing facilitate the discovery of commonalities at local and global level as well as the global
ethics and citizenship that lay under the over-emphasised differences between religions.
Today Islamic countries offer a new challenge to the world demonstrating that they struggle for justice, democracy and
human rights from within Muslim societies.
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Muslim representatives in the session stressed the concept that “Islam should be very far from war and conflicts “and
they declared themselves proud of the tradition of tolerance. The 2004 Amman Message presented to the United Nations
in which Jordan invited Muslim countries to define contemporary Islam and what image they want to show abroad and
everywhere was mentioned as a case in point.
The representatives of various Muslim countries highlighted the importance of religion as a part of civilization and the
danger of the misuse of religions, creating hate and antagonism between countries and within societies. Dialogue has to be
nurtured but care needs to be taken with respect to political implications.
The panelists agreed that religion should never be used a justification for criminal behaviour – this, they stressed, is clear
in the Koran. Finally, Azerbaijan was cited by different religious leaders and representatives of the country invited to this
session as an example of interreligious coexistence.
Panellists:
Dr Marcus Braybooke, Co-founder of Three Faiths Forum, UK;
Ms Zeyno Baran, US scholar and author of “The Other Muslims: Moderate and Secular”, USA;
Mr Francisco Veiga, Head of Anna Lindh Foundation Network in Portugal
Mr Braybrooke emphasised the need for religions to value each other and what value they had in common. He noted
the useful role of cross-faith mentoring programmes in helping people feel at home in a society. Finally Mr Braybrook
underscored the important role of NGOs in facilitating faiths acting together.
Ms Baran spoke of the natural compatibility between Islam and democracy. The reason there are still tensions is that people
remain unaware of the deep struggle within Islam between the pluralists who want to build societies that are tolerant and
pluralist and the radical islamists. It is important that people become aware of this distinction since the amalgamation is
a source of frustration for ordinary Muslims who feel victimised by this misunderstanding of their faith. She concluded on
the deep connection between Islam and Europe.
Mr Veiga highlighted the work of the Anna Lindh Foundation in the Euromed countries and emphasised the importance of
the region especially in light of recent events in the Middle east which reveal that youth in the region, while religious, are
committed to the values democracy, social justice and dignity.
A number of respondents made remarks:
· Mr Salman Musayev, Deputy Head of the Muslim Board for the Caucasus, Azerbaijan
Mr Musayev emphasised that Islam is a religion of peace and that one of its principles is that diversity is one of the
manifestations of divine mercy. Diversity is intrinsic to the Islamic faith. Religions should therefore offer models of cultural
reconciliation.
· Mr Alexandr Ishein, The Eparchy of the Russian Orthodox Church in Baku and the Caspian region
Mr Ishein started off by noting the diversity of Azerbaijani society, including its religious diversity. He went on to note the
support for inter-religious dialogue in Azerbaijan.
· Mr Semyon Ikhiilov, Head of the Religious Community of Mountainous Jews
Mr Ikhiilov commented on the long-established nature of the Jewish communities in Azerbaijan and spoke of the high
occurrence of mixed marriages as evidence of tolerance and integration.
· Mr Tariq Salim Masarwa, Minister of Culture, Jordan
Mr Masarwa spoke of the role of Jordan in promoting intercultural dialogue and noted that the very existence of this forum
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proved that a dialogue was possible. He concluded that acceptance of other religions is at the heart of Islam.
· Mr Taher Naser Mahmood AL Hammod, Deputy Minister of Culture, Iraq
Mr Hammood noted the importance of this field and the urgency with which inter-religious dialogue needs to be pursed. He
noted that tensions were still very high and that heads of state should be doing more to promote dialogue and understanding
between religions.
· Mr Vladimir Feteke, Superior of Roman-Catholic Church, Azerbaijan
Mr Feteke noted the tolerant spirit of Azerbaijan and the peaceful co-existence of all three main religions.

X. Second Thematic Session: The Impact
of Social Media, Technology and
Journalism on Cross-Cultural
Relations
The Internet, technologies and digital media are profoundly reshaping the world around us. The use of social media to
mobilize citizens (see for instance the recent events in the Middle East), the impact of blogs, Facebook and Twitter, illustrate
how easy and direct access to information has become in an increasingly networked world. Digital tools are used to share
information, bring new ideas and respond to problems and crises across cultures, communities and nations. The workshop
sought to address the following questions: Does this availability of information and technology mean better understanding
across cultures? How do social media help better inform people across cultures? What role do citizen journalists play in
enhancing understanding of other cultures, and building alliances with professional journalists? And, finally, are Mainstream
media and social media complementary or in competition with one another?
Co-chairs:
Mr Neil O’Reilly, Journalist, Euronews;
Amb. Arif Mammadov, Permanent Delegation of the Republic of Azerbaijan to the Council of Europe, Chair of G-RC
Panellists:
Mr Kader Abderrahim, California University, USA;
Mr Francis Pisani, Le Media A Paris, France;
Ms Solana Larsen, Managing Editor/ Global Voices Online, USA
Ambassador Arif Mammadov, permanent representative of Azerbaijan to the Council of Europe, co-chaired the session and
noted the need for an urgent discussion of these issues. Mr Mammadov emphasized the social media revolution was the
most important development of the 20th century and that they had transformed both communications but also the world
of politics. Mr Mammadov referred to the revolts in the Middle East as evidence of the importance of the phenomenon. Mr
Mammadov finally underlined the importance of the correct use by youth of the possibilities provided by social networks.
Mr Neil O’Reilly, Journalist at Euronews and co-chair of the panel, noted that our world there creates a demand for
intercultural dialogue. Referring to his experience in Northern Ireland, Mr Reilly noted that intercultural dialogue often
involved a few step forwards and few steps back—unfortunately, he said, the steps backwards are often the most visible
ones. He noted that social media had profoundly changed the way in which dialogue is pursued and orchestrated because
now the people were the journalists. He concluded by underlining value of World Forum in Baku.
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The editor-in-chief of the international network Global Voice Online (USA) Solana Larsen asked how influential is citizen
media were really in creating revolution, in creating changes or making an impact? She noted that the most important
contributions were that citizen media offer more variety of sources but that above all it wasn’t the media themselves that
made a difference but rather the citizens who use them—those who often take risks.
The representative of California University Kader Abderrahim addressed the role of social media in the development of
intercultural relations at the present stage. K. Abdurrahim, of the University of California at Berkeley, introduced a note of
modesty with respect to ‘new media’: his view was that social networks such as Facebook and Twitter have not replaced
traditional media. He did however note that traditional media and new media did not play the same role. Referring to the
events in the Middle East Mr Abdurrahman said that even he had been surprised by the role that social media had played
in the uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt.
The representative of French organization Le Media Francis Pisani especially underlined the value of carrying out of such
seminar in the frame of the World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue. Mr Pisani reminded the audience that social media were
transgenerational and trans-religious—they bring people together in a way that no other network can. But Mr Pisani also
reminded the audience that access to such media was not evenly distributed.
· Mr Asim Mollazade, Member of Parliament, Azerbaijan
Mr Mollazade acknowledged that social access to media was changing the world, but that it was capable of both the best
and the worst results.
· Mr Elmir Valizadeh, Deputy Minister of Communication and Information Technologies, Azerbaijan
Mr Valizadeh acknowledged that social media offered new opportunities for dialogue.
· Mr Ali Akbar Javanfekr Shahri, Press Advisor to President of Iran and IRNA Managing Director, Iran
Mr Shahri shared his concern about the rise of Islamophobia on the internet
· Mr Abel Enrique Prieto Jimenez, Minister of Culture, Cuba
Mr Jimenez expressed his concern about the domination of international media by large news corporations.
· Mr Yashar Guluzade, Editor-in-chief of State Information Agency, Azerbaijan
Mr Guluzade noted that by spending too much time behind computer screens, some youth cut themselves off from important
sources of culture.

XI. Simultaneous events:
a) Presentation of concrete initiatives that foster intercultural dialogue and cooperation
Intercultural understanding requires the active political support by governments and international organizations. However,
it cannot be achieved without the people themselves and the multiple initiatives that aim at bridging the divide among
cultures, religions and communities. Grassroots organizations can indeed play a tremendous role in promoting mutual
understanding, trust, and respect for the “other” through concrete projects.
The organizers of the Baku Forum paid a special tribute to these “champions in cultural innovation” coming from around
the World, and showcased some of these initiatives on the occasion of the Forum.
Chair:
Mr Chris Bashinelli, Bridge the Gap TV, USA
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Mr Bashinelli said that session was dedicated to celebrating concrete initiatives that promote cultural understanding and
intercultural dialogue. He referred to his own experience of learning dialogue skills in a neighbourhood setting in Brooklyn.
Presenters:
· Mr Shahzad Muhammad, Executive Director-Chanan Development Association (CDA), Pakistan
Me Muhammad spoke of the work of his organisation Chanan Development Association. He gave an overview of its aims:
Chanan Development Association is a national youth organization working in Pakistan with the mission to empower young
people and ensure their meaningful participation in all aspects of program of policy development. They use innovative
implements such as media, pure education and other campaigns to achieve our mission. They implement a variety of
programs ranging from health, education and gender mainstreaming, but the main focus is on interfaith harmony, peace
and intercultural dialogue. Mr Muhammad spoke of the anti-extremism campaign: the idea was to launch the national
youth peace campaign that is national youth pure education and campaign to reduce extremism. The goal of the campaign
is to create a culture of equality, acceptability and tolerance among youth pursuing democratic, non-violent and peaceful
principles.
· Ms Sara Reef, USA
Ms Reef outlined the aims of the TEA project a part of Intersections International. The TEA project, theatre engagement
and action is one of many projects that Intersection International runs to promote peace, justice and reconciliation.
Intersections as a New York based NGO works to promote global social justice in the areas of action and advocacy, conflict
resolution and intercultural understanding with the special emphasis on youth and arts. The TEA project is youth led
interactive theatre performance and a facility to dialogue that works to promote conflict resolution and peace building. MS
Reef showed a short video of ‘under the Veil’.
· Mr Wanjiru Kamau-Rutenberg , Presidente Akili Dada , Kenya
Ms Kamau-Rutenberg spoke of her organisation Akili Dada: At Akili Dada, she said, we believe that justice is served, when
there is a diversity of voices at the decision-making table. We also believe that women and especially women from poor
backgrounds should have access to decision-making processes. We also further believe that education; mentoring and
leadership training are critical to poor women’s access to leadership positions. As a result, Akili Dada invests in brilliant
young girls from poor families. We offer comprehensive scholarships, personalized mentoring and rigorous leadership
training that is based in community service. We invest in young women, because without our help these future leaders
would Drop out of school and be forced to enter into early marriage or the low-wage workforce. Ms Kamau-Rutenberg went
on to show some slides of their work.
· Mr Pece Gorgieski, President Unity in Diversity, Australia
Mr Gorgieski spoke of the work of Unity in Diversity; an organisation connects organisations that are actively engaging
other cultures in building initiatives. We use slightly different methods, slightly different workshops, he said, where we
invite students and youth to write an essay. We received dozens and dozens of them and reviewed them. And we look
for reflections and ideas about intercultural understanding from youth and students. What do the students consider is
important in intercultural dialogue discussion and how we can present their views on the global platform?
· Ms Irena Guidikova, Council of Europe (Intercultural Cities)
Ms Guidikova spoke of the Intercultural cities initiative and described it as a model that invites cities to look at integration
practices not as a machine processing people through institutions as a network system of interdependent organisations
that together create a new value and potential for common development. We invite cities to work at a symbolic level, a
political level and finally, the practical recognition that diversity is about adapting public services to different communities
as well as public policies. Diversity in order to thrive, said Ms Guidikova, needs not only resources, but also initiatives that
help people to interact, come together in a single universal public space.
b) “Managing Diversity in Cities: toward intercultural urban policies” Presented by the “Intercultural Cities” programme
(ICC), joint action of the Council of Europe and the European Commission
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There is a genuine need for making migrant and minority integration more effective by bridging cultural divides, creating
common cultural capital and injecting cultural competence in policies and institutions of diverse societies. This need is
nowhere more strongly felt than in cities where long-standing residents share – or compete for - space, resources and
opportunities with successive waves of newcomers with other ethnic, religious and linguistic backgrounds.
Chair:
Mr Phil Wood, author of “Intercultural Cities” project, UK
Mr Wood began by providing an overview of Intercultural Cities. How can ideas of diversity also enhance the city, he asked?
when diverse people come together, they bring many different skills and these skills compliment the skills of local people.
So, the city benefits in that way. It gives to city access to new markets in other parts of the world. People, who travel in new
land and city bring new hope and aspiration with them. They want to make a success in their lives. When people mix, they
think about new ideas, not just about technology, but also social side for solving environmental problems that city has at
the moment. Cities need these ideas and cities need to be cosmopolitan, so they can compete in the world. Diversity in
the climate of openness and opportunities will produce creativity and innovation and that would provide opportunities for
cities. But, this will only happen if the conditions are right. So we are proposing a new way of thinking about living together
in cities. We believe that if the cities want an advantage, they have to be intercultural. This is not assimilation. But the
main thing is that these groups move, there are dynamics that create new energy and business ideas for the city. Mr Wood
concluded on the fact that the cultural dimension of integrating diverse communities has been insufficiently explored and
most cities lack the awareness, experience and know-how to engage effectively with this agenda.
Panellists
The panelists gave details of the implementation of ICC cities in their respective cities:
Ms Manuela Júdice – City Council of Lisbon, Portugal
Ms Judice thanked her hosts for their hospitality and the organisers of ICC. She focused on the manner in which the
Bangladeshi population was increasingly making us of public space.
Ms Maria Rosa Marquez Cabrera – Minister for Rural Development and Equality, Mexico City, Mexico
Ms Marquez Cabrera pointed out that intercultural dialogue did not happen in a vacuum and that the major obstacle to it is
often social and economic inequalities. As such she outlines some the Mexican initiatives to try and address the economic
gap on the basis of a human rights approach. Ms Cabrera outlined a series of legal developments designed to protect and
enhance the rights of migrants.
Mr Alexander A. Ushakov – Chairman of the City Council of Izhevsk, Russia
Mr Ushakov outlined the process of implementation of ICC in Izhevsk, a historically industrial and multicultural town.
He noted the opening, in 2008, of the House of People’s Friendship in order to create a space for interaction for public
authorities and etho-cultural associations. On the basis of such initiatives and the celebration of diversity through cultural
gatherings, Mr Ushakov noted that the city had been able to achieve establish dialogue between the authorities and
associations as well as achieve a measure of integration.
Mr Serhiy Valter – Mayor of the City of Melitopol, Ukraine
Mr Valter outlined the cross-cultural and inter-religious celebrations in Melitopol.
Mr Wtodzimierz Wysocki – Deputy Mayor of the City of Lublin, Poland
Mr Wysocki noted the popularity of ICC amongst students and the many student and NGO initiatives to which it had given
rise.
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